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Review Article

ABSTRACT
Cancer is often caused by the immune system’s inability to deal with malignant cells and allows them to progress and proliferate. Emerging 
cancerous cells constantly evade the immune system, and as a result, these cancerous cells acquire more mutations and exhibit the deadliest 
characteristics among malignant tumors. The importance of understanding tumor immunology, particularly the functions of tumor antigens 
and the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment, is highlighted by the effectiveness of cancer immunotherapy therapies. Many innovative 
immunotherapy drugs that effectively battle cancer have been produced since the 1980s. At present, in cancer treatment, immunotherapy 
appears as a paradigm that targets immune checkpoints of tumor cells such as CTLA‑4, PD‑1, and monoclonal antibodies (MABs), although 
the treatment of cancer is classified into non‑specific and specific types. Specific types define the antibody targeting cell receptors as a new 
cancer treatment modality. For a number of malignancies, checkpoint inhibitors, MABs, and their derivatives have become standard‑of‑care 
therapy. Other immunotherapy techniques, such as most cancer vaccines and cell‑based therapies, are still in the experimental stage. Many 
new immunotherapy techniques and agents are being explored and evaluated in clinical trials, which is a good thing. Thus, this review discusses 
the role of checkpoint inhibitors and MABs in the treatment of tumor cells. Moreover, these findings help us to understand the mechanism of 
action of this class of therapeutics and provide support for the management of cancer treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Cancer has the highest mortality rate and occurs in almost 
every part of the world. The Cancer Journal of Clinician 
predicts that approximately two million new cancer cases 
will occur in the United States alone in 2022, as well as 
0.6 million people will die due to cancer.[1] Cancer is a 
multifactorial disorder and many hallmarks of cancer have 
already been identified. The most notable hallmark of cancer 
is a compromised immune system. The development of 
cancer, in many cases, is due to the inability of the immune 
system to deal with malignant cells. Different immune‑based 
therapies are part of the current treatment plan, which has led 
to the discovery of new immunotherapeutic agents.[2] There 
are two basic approaches to modulating the immune system. 
First, it stimulates the patient’s own immune system, which 
can commandeer against cancer cells. Second, it modulates 
the immune system by providing in‑vitro processed 

immune system proteins and cells against cancer cells, and 
immuno‑suppression.[3]

Paul Ehrlich proposed around 100 years ago that antibodies 
could be used to selectively target tumors. With the 
introduction of Hybridoma technology in 1975, the 
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production of monoclonal antibodies (MABs) became 
possible. Initially, these antibodies were derived from mice, 
and they have immunogenic properties as well as a poor 
ability to induce immunogenic responses, which limits 
their application.[4] As antibody engineering progressed, 
the development of chimeric, humanized, and fully human 
MAB became possible, as it was mostly devoid of issues 
associated with Hybridoma Technique. MABs behave similarly 
to natural antibodies in that they target a specific (antigen) 
protein present on the surface of cancer cells.[5] MAB 
therapy, a cancer treatment method that blocks important 
pathways vital to tumor cell proliferation and survival, 
has revolutionized cancer treatment. In addition, some 
MAB can be used as bio‑specific antibodies that attach to 
effector cells or conjugates and antigens via their fragment 
antigen‑binding (Fab) domains. Tumor‑specific MABs can 
direct or indirect immune response, which ultimately 
leads to cell death.[6] MAB suppresses angiogenesis and 
inhibits signaling pathways, resulting in immune‑mediated 
cytotoxicity and cell death.[6‑8] The immune system recognizes 
and kills cancer cells by various mechanisms, such as 
antibody‑dependent cell‑mediated cytotoxicity, though rapid 
growth of cancer cells can be checked by inhibiting receptors 
involved in cell growth. Cancer cells are selectively targeted 
to deliver radio‑immunotherapy. We can diagnose cancer 
earlier, which helps in its better therapeutic management, 
and cytotoxic drugs can be directly delivered to cancer cells.[9]

Tumor‑specific MABs are now an important therapeutic 
option in the treatment of leukaemia, breast cancer, colorectal 
cancer, and head and neck cancers (HNCs).[10‑13] A modest 
response rate of 8–10% is observed when these MABs are used 
as a single treatment in advanced stage, severely pretreated, 
and recurrent illness. Response rate increases to more 
than 30% when these MABs are combined with traditional 
chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. This can also be used 
against auto‑immune B and T cells when their functions are 
altered, resulting in disease [Table 1]. Currently, the FDA 
has approved more than 100 MABs for various diseases, but 
they have a limited number of targets (PD1/PDL1, CD20, TNF, 
HER2, CGRP/CGRP, VEGF/VEGFR, IL‑6/IL‑6R, IL‑2, p19, EGFR, 
CD19). Immune checkpoints are the primary regulators of 
the immune system, assisting normal cells in maintaining 
an equilibrium of activity. The “immunological brakes” 
rely on many checkpoints.[14,15] Every type of cancer has 
numerous genetic and epigenetic modifications in different 
sets of antigens of the immune system. The immune system 
distinguishes cancerous cells from normal cells by using these 
immune antigens. The immune checkpoint is the regulatory 
balance between the co‑stimulatory and inhibitory signals 
of the T‑cell receptor. Antigen identification by the T‑cell 

receptor triggers the T‑cell response (TCR).[16,17] The immune 
checkpoint in normal cells plays a key role in the inhibition 
of autoimmunity by maintaining self‑tolerance. Cancer 
altered the expression of immune checkpoint proteins. These 
alterations give tumor cells an advantage over the immune 
system. In this review, we will look at the target‑specific 
MABs‑based immunotherapy options available right now, as 
well as their mechanisms of action.

Table 1: List of monoclonal antibodies approved by the FDA for 
cancer treatment

Name of monoclonal 
antibody

Type of cancer treatment

Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR)
Amivantamab non‑small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)
Cetuximab metastatic colorectal cancer and head and neck 

cancer
Nimotuzumab squamous cell carcinoma, head and neck cancer, 

nasopharyngeal cancer, glioma
Panitumumab colorectal cancer

VEGF
Bevacizumab colorectal cancer, glioblastoma, and breast cancer
Ramucirumab gastric cancer or gastro‑esophageal junction 

(GEJ) adenocarcinoma

Programmed Cell Death Protein ‑1 (PD‑1)
Nivolumab unresectable or metastatic melanoma
Pembrolizumab unresectable or metastatic solid tumor with certain 

genetic anomalies melanoma and other cancers
Cemiplimab metastatic cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma 

(CSCC) or locally advanced CSCC

Programmed death‑ligand 1 (PD‑L‑1)
Atezolizumab urothelial carcinoma, NSCLC, triple‑negative breast 

cancer, small cell lung cancer, and hepatocellular 
carcinoma

Avelumab Merkel cell carcinoma, urothelial carcinoma, and 
renal cell carcinoma

Durvalumab certain types of bladder and lung cancer

Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2)
Ertumaxomab breast cancer, etc.
Margetuximab breast cancer
Pertuzumab cancer
Trastuzumab breast cancer
Trastuzumab 
duocarmazine

breast cancer

Trastuzumab 
emtansine

breast cancer

CD20
Rituximab chronic lymphocytic leukemia
Human or humanized 
anti‑CD20 antibodies

B‑cell non‑Hodgkin’s lymphoma

Ibritumomab treatment of non‑Hodgkin’s lymphoma

CD‑30
Brentuximab (+mono 
methyl auristatin E)

Hodgkin’s lymphoma

CD52
Alemtuzumab chronic lymphocytic leukemia

CTLA‑4
Ipilimumab (Yervoy) Melanoma
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Immune checkpoint inhibitor
T cells are the primary therapeutic target for the immune 
checkpoint inhibitor. Manipulating Immune Check Points 
increases the immune system’s ability to recognize and kill 
cells that asseverate antigens by CD8+effector T cells (CTLs). 
Controlling these checkpoints activates CD4+helper T cells, 
combining adaptive and innate effector pathways. These can 
act as co‑stimulatory and inhibitory agonists, amplifying 
antigen‑specific T‑cell responses. Tumor immune evasion 
can occur by inducing immune tolerance and resistance 
to immune effector cell destruction.[18] Tumors manipulate 
their microenvironment through the release of cytokines, 
chemokines, and other soluble factors. This process, also 
known as “immuno‑editing,” assists tumors in evolving 
mechanisms to evade the host’s immune response. Inhibiting 
the CTLA‑4 and PD‑1 checkpoints boosts the immune response 
in cancer, and these are well‑studied cancer targets.[15,19]

CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTE‑ASSOCIATED PROTEIN 
4 (CTLA‑4)

It is a significant discovery in the field of cancer therapeutics, 
and James P. Allison was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2018. It 
was the first immune‑checkpoint receptor to be studied in 
a clinical setting. CLTA4 regulates the early phases of T‑cell 
activation and stabilizes the T‑cell co‑stimulatory receptor 
CD28.[20‑22] CD28 is the most potent co‑stimulatory receptor 
present on the cell surface of T‑cells and its ligands, B7 1 and 
B7 2, are expressed on antigen‑presenting cells [Figure 1], 
activates toll‑like receptors when microbes are present. 
Anti‑CD28 antibodies have also been shown to suppress 
T‑cell activation and proliferation. CTLA4 shares structural 
and molecular similarities with CD28, and both genes are 
located on chromosome 2. (2q33.2).[23‑27] CTLA4 blocks 
T‑cell activation by directly inhibiting CD28, competing for 

co‑stimulatory ligands, blocking immunological conjugate 
formation, and recruiting inhibitory effectors. CTLA4 
outperforms CD28 due to its higher affinity for CD80 
and CD86, resulting in T‑cell suppression.[28‑31] Cancerous 
cells up‑regulate the expression of CTLA‑4 on the T cells, 
which directly inhibits the T‑cell activation in response to 
tumor cells.[14,15] Intracellular vesicles release CTLA4 at the 
immunological synapse to directly counter CD28 activation.[32]

Patients with stage IV advanced oral and maxillofacial cancers 
are treated with ex‑vivo activated CTL. It shows the good 
clinical efficacy of adoptive immunotherapy. During the 
lymphocyte assay, patients infused with lymphocytes show 
a significant increase in CD8+ T cells and a decrease in 
CD4+ T cells when compared with un‑stimulated peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Elevated levels of IFN‑γ 
were observed in infused lymphocytes as compared to 
PBMCs or tumor cells. Tumor regression was observed 
in the patients who received CTL infusion but did not go 
for surgery. Significant diminution of the tumor size was 
observed in patients who CTL therapy. Recently therapies 
targeting immune system checkpoints are emerging.[33] 
Many therapeutic agents are now being developed to target 
checkpoints and keep the immune system well informed. The 
commercial name of the CTLA‑4 drug is Ipilimumab (Yervoy), 
which targets the T‑lymphocyte immune checkpoint CTLA4. 
The prime goals of this checkpoint inhibitor therapy are to 
perk up the survival rate, better manage the symptoms, and 
enhance the quality of life. The histology of the patients 
who received CTL therapy shows infiltrated lymphocytes. 
Recurrent disease and/or new disease lesions were not seen 
in individuals who underwent CTL treatment as adjuvant 
therapy. This means that CTL activation using autologous 
tumor cells as immunogens may be able to fight a number 
of different cancers.[34]

Figure 1: Blockage of CTLA‑4 pathway by anti‑CTLA‑4: CTLA4 present on the T‑cell and bound to B7‑1/B7‑2 of Antigen Presenting Cells (APC), though the 
higher expression of CTLA4 on T‑cells results in inactivated T‑cells and tumor growth continue. When anti‑CTLA‑4 was introduced, it bound to CTLA4 on 
the surface of T cells
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PD‑1
The Immune Checkpoint PD‑1 is also up‑regulated in cancer 
patients. T‑cell activity in peripheral tissue is inhibited 
to prevent an inflammatory response to infection and to 
minimize autoimmunity.[35‑39] It also inhibits T‑cell function, 
allowing the tumor to evade the immune system. T‑cells 
induce expression of PD1, which then inhibits T‑cell activation 
by inhibiting kinases involved in T‑cell activation through 
SHP2 phosphatase.[35,36] Increased PD1 expression inhibits 
the  T‑Cell response ‘stop signal’, affecting the extent of 
T‑cell–APC or T‑cell–target cell contact [Figure 2].[40] When 
PD1/PDL2 is combined with other conventional treatments, 
it improves response and overcomes the class resistance 
problem.[41] In the presence of ligand, PD1, like CTLA4, is 
highly expressed in TReg cells and promotes proliferation.[42] 
TReg cells help the tumor to inflate and lead to suppression 
of the immune response. The PD1 pathway may also boost 
anti‑tumor immune responses by lowering intra‑tumoral TReg 
cell numbers and/or suppressive activity. The exact method 
by which CTLA4 inhibits T‑cell activation is uncertain, but 
activation of protein phosphatases, PTPN11 and PP2A, has 
been postulated.

Moreover, the commercially available PD‑L1 inhibitors 
are Atezolizumab (Tecentriq), Avelumab (Bavencio), 
Durvalumab (Imfinzi), Pembrolizumab (Keytruda), 
Nivolumab (Opdivo), and Cemiplimab (Libtayo). These drugs 
are administered via intravenously (IV). Anti‑programmed 
death‑ligand‑1 (PD‑L1), as well as T‑cell checkpoint inhibitors 
CTAL‑4 and PD1, have transformed the treatment of 
patients with melanoma, lung cancer, renal cell carcinoma, 
and bladder cancer, among other cancers.[43‑46] As the 

first immunotherapeutic gene therapy for B‑cell cancers, 
autologous T‑cells that were changed to express chimeric 
antigen receptor (CAR)‑T cells that recognize CD‑19 
were given the green light.[47] According to research, 
immune‑checkpoint inhibitors improve chemotherapeutic 
response.[48]

Lymphocyte activation gene 3 (LAG3)
The powerful effects of CTL A4 and PD‑1‑induced 
immunotherapy treat cancer patients, though a large number 
of patients with various tumor types do not respond to the 
therapy.[49] Therefore, an alternative regimen is required 
for the efficacy of the therapy. The lymphocyte activation 
gene‑3 (LAG3) is an immune checkpoint analogous to PD‑1. 
LAG3 express on NK cells activated T cells, dendritic, and B 
cells with an MHC‑II interaction. LAG3 upregulation prevents 
autoimmunity with a structure similar to CD4 cells.[50] 
Nonetheless, the constant exposure of antigen in tumor 
cells results in LAG3 overexpression with a contribution to a 
state of exhaustion manifested in impaired proliferation and 
cytokine production.[51] The LAG3 inhibitor receptor shows 
a potential cancer therapy with anti‑PDL‑1 and suppresses 
the tumor‑mediated immune.[52] In melanoma (B16‑F10) 
and fibrosarcoma (Sa1N), LAG3 is co‑expressed with PD1 
on tumor‑infiltrating CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. The major 
tumor‑infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) population in CT26 colon 
cancer is CD8+ T cells that express both LAG3 and PD1, 
resulting in hypofunction.[53,54]

Clinical evidence has demonstrated a synergistic interaction 
between LAG3 and PD1. Tumor samples were analyzed 
for inhibitor receptor expression and their effect on 

Figure 2: Blockage of PD‑1/PDL‑1 pathway by anti‑PD‑1/PDL‑1: PD‑1 expressed on the activated T cells. The receptor‑ligand interaction induces an inhibitory 
antitumor activity. Whereas the administration of anti‑PD1 counter the inhibitory anti‑tumor response and unleash the T‑cell activity by upregulating the 
T‑cell activation and proliferation by enhancing effector function and subsequent tumor cell death
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intratumoral T‑cell activity, paving the way for combinational 
immunotherapeutic regimens [Figure 3].

Target‑specific monoclonal antibodies
Over two decades, we established the phenomenal 
characteristics and potential of MABs, which are certainly 
used in the treatment and selection of infectious diseases. 
After binding to target antigen epitopes, MABs have 
antitumor activity. However, the antitumor activity of 
MAB has been accomplished by conjugation among MAB 
and effector molecules, which leads to cell death by the 
internalization and downregulation of signaling in the tumor 
microenvironment.[55] Thus, the specificity of MAB against 
the antigen allows them to be useful antitumor agents. The 
MAB follows the various strategies for cancer treatment, 
that is, alteration of host response, distribution of cytotoxic 
phenomena, and retargeting of the cellular immune response 
toward cancer.[56] The binding of antigen and MAB on tumor 
cells and previously Fc receptor of immune cells identify the 
cell‑bound MAB in altered host response.[57] The receptor 
cross‑linking upregulates the cytotoxic phenomenons which 
prompt the tumor cell apoptosis.[58] MABs used in cancer 
immunotherapy suppress the proliferation of tumor cells 
by blocking the specific downstream pathways. Although 
there are two classes of MAB identified based on whether 
they contain medicines or radioactive substances. The first 

class of MABs is self‑acting, non‑conjugated, naked MABs 
that bind to antigens on cancer cells, such as alemtuzumab 
and trastuzumab. The second type of MAB is conjugated 
MABs, which use chemotherapeutic medicines or radioactive 
particles as targets to deliver these MABs to cancer cells.[59] 
Drug conjugated MABs include gemtuzumab ozogamicin, 
and radioactive conjugated MABs include ibritumomab 
thiuxetan. Anti‑EGFR medicines include MABs, tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors (TKIs), vaccine‑based immune therapy, and 
antisense therapies. On the other hand, MABs and TKIs have 
been shown to be effective anti‑EGFR therapies in clinical 
trials.[60,61]

EGFR‑targeted monoclonal antibody
The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a HER family 
tyrosine kinase receptor. The PI3K/AKT, RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK, 
and PLC/PKC pathways are all activated when a ligand binds 
to receptors. EGFR activation by gene amplification, protein 
overexpression, or mutation has been linked to several human 
epithelial malignancies (e.g., NSCLC, CRC, glioblastoma, and 
breast cancer). Thus, targeting EGFR as a cancer therapeutic 
technique has been researched for two decades.[62] The 
antitumor effect of EGFR MABs is mediated by specialized 
structures with various roles. Cetuximab, panitumumab, 
nimotuzumab, and necitumumab are the four main EGFR 
MABs currently authorized for clinical use.

Figure 3: PD‑1/PDL‑1‑dependent pathway: PD‑1 expressed on  the activated T  cells.  The  receptor‑ligand  interaction  induces an  inhibitory antitumor 
activity. Whereas the administration of anti‑PD1 counter the  inhibitory anti‑tumor response and unleash the T‑cell activity by upregulating the T‑cell 
activation and proliferation by enhancing effector function. Therefore, the T‑cell receptor binds with the MHC molecule on APC and releases the perforin 
and granzyme for tumor death. CTLA‑4‑dependent pathway: Anti CTLA4: the anti‑CTLA4 blocked the CTLA4, when bound with the Fc receptor on APC 
and induce antibody‑dependent cellular toxicity. Though the higher expression of CTLA4 on CD4+, CD25+, and T regulatory cells make them prone to 
anti‑CTLA4 induced cellular toxicity. Anti‑ CTLA‑4 can binds to CTLA4 on the surface of Treg cells, preventing it from counter‑regulating T‑cell activation 
via CD28‑mediated co‑stimulatory pathways. By blocking CTLA4 on the surface of activated conventional T cells, ‑CTLA4 can increase T‑cell responses. 
LAG‑3‑dependent pathway: The activity of LAG3: the activation of dendritic cells depends on the soluble LAG3 followed by MHC class II molecule signaling 
in lipid rafts microdomain. Furthermore, the mature dendritic cells induce the production of IL‑12 and expression of CCR7 which allows migrating in the 
T‑cells region followed by activation of T cells. The maturation and differentiation of T cells followed by tumor cell death
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Cetuximab
Cetuximab is a recombinant monoclonal antibody that 
targets epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), human 
epidermal growth factor receptor (HER‑1), and c‑ErbB‑1. 
Cetuximab reduces cell growth by competitively hindering 
the binding of EGFR and other ligands, which finally leads to 
apoptosis by blocking the phosphorylation and activation of 
receptor‑associated kinases. It has been successfully used in 
the treatment of several kinds of cancer, such as colorectal 
cancer, recurrent or metastatic head and neck squamous‑cell 
carcinoma (HNSCC).[63‑66]

Panitumumab
The mechanism of panitumumab is similar to that of 
cetuximab. Both drugs are competitive inhibitors of 
EGFR.[67] Panitumumab is currently the go to drug for the 
management of metastatic colorectal cancer.[68] Cetuximab 
and panitumumab are only effective in patients with 
metastatic colorectal cancer who have wild‑type K‑ras and 
not mutated K‑ras (about 40% of patients).[69]

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)‑targeted 
monoclonal antibodies
MABs that target the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) 
pathway have been shown to be a valuable supplement to 
cancer treatment. VEGF‑A, a member of the VEGF family, has 
been shown to have a role in angiogenesis.

Bevacizumab
It is a recombinant, humanised monoclonal antibody that acts 
as an angiogenesis inhibitor by targeting VEGF. It is used for 
the treatment of non‑small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), colorectal 
cancer, glioblastoma, and breast cancer. Bevacizumab inhibits 
VEGF and prevents it from interacting with endothelial 
receptors, Flt‑1, and KDR.[70] then results in inhibition of 
angiogenesis (endothelial proliferation and formation of new 
blood vessels).[70‑72]

Ramucirumab
Ramucirumab is used as monotherapy or in conjunction 
with paclitaxel in advanced gastric or GEJ adenocarcinoma 
following one line of therapy. The response mechanism is 
a VEGFR‑2 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor‑2) 
inhibitor licenced by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 
Ramucirumab did not show efficacy in a randomly selected 
first‑line treatment patient cohort.

Cluster of differentiation (CD)
CD molecules are cell surface molecules that aid in cell 
identification and provide immunophenotyping targets for 
cells. In terms of physiology, CD molecules can work in a 
variety of ways, frequently acting as receptors or ligands 

crucial to the cell. A signal cascade is frequently started, 
changing the cell’s behavior.[73] Many CD molecules act as 
targets in cancer therapeutics, for example CD‑52, CD‑20, 
CD‑30.

CD‑52‑targeted monoclonal antibodies
CD‑52‑targeted MABs bind to CD52 antigens, causing 
cell‑mediated cytotoxicity that is dependent on complement 
and antibodies. Patients with B‑cell chronic lymphocytic 
leukaemia are treated with CD52 MABs (B‑CLL). Alemtuzumab, 
which targets the lymphocyte antigen CD52, is currently used 
to treat chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL). It is made 
up of 12 amino acids and is a polypeptide glycoprotein. 
Alemtuzumab recruits immune cells to destroy cancer 
cells.[74]

CD‑20‑targeted monoclonal antibodies
Ibritumomab targets another lymphocyte antigen, CD20, and 
directs radioactivity to the B cells. It is used for the treatment 
of non‑Hodgkin’s lymphoma.[75]

CD‑30‑targeted monoclonal antibodies
Brentuximab in combination with monomethyl auristatin 
E targets the lymphocyte antigen CD30. It is used for the 
treatment of Hodgkin’s lymphoma.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE

MABs are very important tools for treating many diseases. 
More than 100 MABs have been approved by the FDA for 
use. But targets are limited to these MABs. Currently, most 
of the MABs are given in combination either with other MABs 
or with chemo/radiotherapy. This shows that challenges for 
successful immune checkpoint inhibition remain, such as 
identifying clear biomarkers and effective combinatorial 
techniques, growing resistance, and the cost‑effectiveness 
ratio of these medicines. Combining existing and new 
immune checkpoint inhibitors and developing predictive 
biomarkers may significantly improve immunotherapy’s 
success. A holistic strategy is required for the most effective 
combination of immunotherapies that can overcome 
resistance mechanisms.
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